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Patent

Research Prior Art, Draft and File Patent 
Applications 

Research Disclosure
This industry-standard prior-art disclosure service works 
closely with global patenting authorities to provide a 
combined online and paper disclosure service. Research 
Disclosure allows you to search cutting-edge inventions 
dating back over 40 years from approximately 90 percent 
of the world’s leading companies and corporations. Make 
full-text searches, view the results, view the full disclosure 
online or link to a PDF that can be downloaded to your PC 
or printed on your local printer.

Elsevier Scientific and Technical Journals
Conduct comprehensive prior-art research with quick, 
easy access to peer-reviewed Elsevier Scientific and 
Technical Journals—now over 1,600 and growing. Powerful 
tools and search functionality help you conduct research 
with ease, speed and precision:

•	 Get a Document technology allows you to retrieve a full-
text Elsevier journal and then link to the PDF1 so you can 
download to your PC or print1 on your local printer.

•	 Embedded graphics of thumbnail diagrams, schematics, 
charts and illustrations within articles can be 
downloaded/printed. Use your regular LexisNexis® 
printing functions, or open the graphics and print on your 
local printer 

•	 Flexible navigation and searching so you can select  
group sources and practice-area groupings for the 
publications; use specific document segments for 
precision; and find the most current journal articles  
with LexisNexis SmartIndexing Technology™

Chisum on Patents 
Donald S. Chisum

The most cited treatise in patent law today—cited in over 
950 decisions by U.S. federal courts, including the Court 
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit and the U.S. Supreme 
Court—Chisum on Patents is recognized as the leading 
authority on U.S. patent law. Updated five times per year—
more frequently than any other analytic work on patent 
law—Chisum on Patents ensures that you are kept current 
on the law as it evolves.

Donald Chisum is renowned for explaining in detail, the 
chronological evolution of a legal area—including its current 
status in the patent world and possible future direction(s).

Coverage includes:

•	 Analysis of the substantive law of patents in the U.S.— 
patentability, validity, infringement, application procedure 
and perfecting rights to an invention

•	 Examination of all significant precedents, case law, 
statutes and international treaties

•	 Full discussion of claim interpretation and application
•	 The text of patent statutes, PTO rules, CAFC rules, 

legislative history, table of cases, bibliography and index
•	 Abstracts of all published decisions of the Court of 

Appeals for the Federal Circuit arranged by topic and 
date, since 1982

USPTO Patent Appeals & Interferences Filings 
USPTO Patent Appeals & Interferences Filings contains 
documents related to two types of United States Patent 
and Trademark Office (USPTO) administrative proceedings 
since 2006: 1) appeals of adverse patent examiner 
decisions; and 2) disputes arising when multiple patent 
applications are filed for the same invention. Sample filings 
include appeal briefs and reply briefs processed by the 
Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences (BPAI) or, under 
its new name, the Patent Trial and Appeal Board (PTAB).



Patent Law Digest
Donald S. Chisum

Get fingertip access to concise summaries of all  
patent decisions of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Federal Circuit.

Attorney’s Dictionary of Patent Claims
Irwin M. Aisenberg

Clear definitions of terms from all patent arts. Includes  
cites to case law in which the judiciary further interprets  
the claim language and refines the usage of such terms.

License Inventions
Patent Licensing Transactions
Eric E. Bensen; Harold Einhorn (original author) 
Authoritative coverage of royalty bases and rates, domestic 
and foreign patent licensing, assignments, territorial 
limitations and duration, government and university 
licensing, tax implications of patent licensing and new 
trends in biotechnology licensing. Also includes over 300 
pages of useful forms and checklists.

Milgrim on Licensing
Roger M. Milgrim and Eric E. Bensen

Practical, clause-by-clause guidance on drafting licensing 
agreements to provide maximum protection for your 
clients’ or company’s intellectual property. Recognized 
authority Roger M. Milgrim gives you in-depth analysis of:

•	 The licensing characteristics of all substantive areas of 
intellectual property

•	 Insurance coverage for intellectual property litigation
•	 Licensing multiple intellectual properties
•	 The effects of NAFTA on licensing
•	 Intellectual property dispute resolution
•	 The Internet

Litigate and Protect Patents  
Against Infringement
Patent Litigation: Procedure & Tactics
Lester Horwitz, Ethan Horwitz

Protect your clients’ or company’s patents with proven 
strategies for all stages of patent litigation. Includes sample 
jury instructions, issues checklist and litigation forms. 

Patent Law Perspectives
Eric E. Benson

Analysis of developments in patent law and the effects 
of these developments on current and future practice. 
Coverage includes validity, infringement, remedies relating 
to patent infringement, court procedures and arbitration.

Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit  
Practice and Procedure
Donald R. Dunner, Charles D. Gholz; revisions by  
Donald R. Dunner, Charles D. Gholz, J. Michael Jakes, 
George E. Hutchinson, Richard I. Rainey

Analyzes the procedures for patent and trademark cases 
on review in the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit. 
Includes full text of the court rules and practice-related 
forms.

Protect Patents Internationally
Baxter, World Patent Law and Practice:  
Volumes 2, 2A, and 2A, Part 2 
J.W. Baxter (author 1968 – 1978); John P. Sinnott (revision 
author from 1979 – 1999); William Joseph Cotreau 
(contributing author from 1995), and Jessica M. Sinnott 
(contributing author from 1995) 

Gain an in-depth understanding of international patent 
processes—from filing the application and examination to 
acceptance and grant—as well as post-acceptance events, 
patent terms, renewal fees, infringement and licensing for 
all national and regional patent systems. A comprehensive 
collection of practice-proven forms helps you prepare and 
file patent applications in more than 100 countries and 
regional patent organizations.



•	 Comprehensive analysis of modern U.S. copyright law 
affecting printed works, sound recordings, plays and 
motion pictures, computer software and chips, artistic 
property, and the Internet

•	 Interpretations of all provisions of the Copyright Act,  
and thorough coverage of the copyright provisions of  
the Berne Convention and the Digital Millennium 
Copyright Act

•	 Model litigation and transactional documents
•	 Insights into what the courts look for when deciding open 

questions of law and suggested lines of argument 

Litigate Infringement Claims
Weinstein’s Federal Evidence™, Second Edition 
Hon. Joseph M. McLaughlin, Editorial Consultant  
Comprehensive and authoritative analysis of federal  
evidence law, organized by rule number and broken down 
into logical descriptive topical section headings to help  
you find specific information.

Moore’s Federal Practice® 
Professor Daniel R. Coquillette, Gregory P. Joseph, Esq.,  
Sol Schreiber, Esq., Jerold Solovy, Esq., and Professor 
Georgene M. Vairo, Moore’s Board of Editors

Completely rewritten to reflect the new Federal Rules 
of Civil Procedure, Moore’s Federal Practice is the 
standard reference work on federal court procedure 
and has been cited thousands of times in federal court 
decisions. Includes the full text of the federal rules and 
extensive commentary and analysis of the rules and cases 
interpreting the rules.

Protect Copyrights Internationally
International Copyright Law and Practice 
Paul Edward Geller, General Editor

Acclaimed foreign experts analyze the copyright laws, 
regulations and procedures of 20 national jurisdictions. 
Key topics discussed include subject matter of copyright, 
duration, ownership and transfer, formal procedures, 
foreign works, moral right, infringement and remedies.

Sinnott, World Patent Law and Practice:  
Patent Statutes, Regulations and Treaties,  
Volumes 2B – 2P
John P. Sinnott, William Joseph Cotreau (contributing 
author from 1995) and Jessica M. Sinnott (contributing 
author from 1995)

This companion to Baxter, World Patent Law and Practice 
gives you quick access to current, accurately translated 
texts of patent statutes and rules from over 200 countries 
as well as regional patent organization agreements and 
European Patent Office of Appeals Decisions. Use this 
resource to:

•	 Determine the specific wording of a statute or regulation 
relevant to a particular problem with a patent

•	 Identify your clients’ or company’s rights under applicable 
patent treaties

•	 Keep abreast of changes in the European Patent Office 
as well as current treaties, conventions and European 
Intellectual Property Decisions 

International Pharmaceutical Law and Practice 
Adrian Zahl, General Editor

Get quick access to country-by-country guidance on the 
patent and trademark laws, international treaties and 
government policies governing the pharmaceutical regimes 
of all of the major industrial countries.

Copyright

Register and Renew Copyrights
Nimmer on Copyright® 
David S. Nimmer

Cited in more than 3000 decisions by U.S. federal and  
state courts, including 17 Supreme Court decisions,  
Nimmer on Copyright is recognized as the authority on 
U.S. copyright law. It helps you plan the most effective 
strategies—and maximize the scope of your copyright 
protection—with:



Trademark

Register and Protect Trademarks 
in the U.S. and Worldwide
Gilson on Trademarks® 
Anne Gilson LaLonde; Jerome Gilson,  
original author 1974 – 2005

Protect the goodwill and identity of your clients or 
company with guidance from the leading trademark 
practitioner worldwide. You get comprehensive analysis 
of trademark law in the U.S.—including substantive law, 
forms and drafting guidance, relevant primary law and all 
current developments—as well as concise assessments of 
international issues relevant to trademark law practice in 
the U.S. You also get:

•	 Step-by-step instructions for prosecuting trademark 
applications and related follow-up documents

•	 Full discussion of prosecuting and defending infringement 
issues

•	 Coverage of Internet domain name issues, including 
registration and cybersquatting

•	 More than 500 trademark practice forms, complete with 
drafting guides and references to PTO filing requirement 
 

World Trademark Law and Practice
Ethan Horwitz

Complete guide to international trademark law with 
country-by-country analysis of more than 150 jurisdictions 
and detailed coverage of about 105 jurisdictions. Includes 
essential practice tools including checklists and forms for 
many transactions as well as guidance on domain name 
registration under a number of jurisdictions.

Trademarks and Unfair Competition Deskbook,  
Third Edition
David C. Hilliard, Joseph N. Welch II, Janet A. Marvel

Advise and represent your clients or company on evolving 
trademark issues with up-to-date analysis and guidance on 
the latest decisions and legislative enactments affecting 
trademark and unfair competition law—including federal 
dilution law, anti-cybersquatting statutes, developing 
law under the intent to use registration system, recent 
controversies over state sovereign immunity, protection  
of trade dress and domain name conflicts.

Trade Secrets

Protect Trade Secrets
Milgrim on Trade Secrets®

Roger M. Milgrim and Eric E. Benson  

Safeguard vulnerable trade secrets with proven strategies 
from the recognized authority in the field. Cited as “the 
authority” in countless trade secret cases, Milgrim on Trade 
Secrets helps you identify and understand your clients’ 
trade secret rights, and implement proven techniques to 
protect them. It provides comprehensive analysis of all the 
legal aspects of trade secrets, including:

•	 The myriad potential conflicts arising between owners of 
trade secrets, their employees and outside contractors

•	 Criminal, administrative and tax law aspects of  
trade secrets

•	 Protection of trade secrets by contract and by operation 
of law

•	 Precedents and perspectives concerning trade secrets 
on the Internet, particularly email, confidentiality and 
unauthorized downloading

•	 How trade secret law works with other areas of 
intellectual property law

General Intellectual Property

Global IP Law Service
The Global IP Law Service is an up-to-date source of IP legal 
information that is unparalleled in its comprehensiveness. 
Based upon the input of international experts from 99 
global intellectual property firms, Global IP Law Service 
covers essential IP information from over 230 countries—
including trademarks, patents, utility models, industrial 
designs and domain names. The information is the most 
current available on IP practice and proceedings, guidelines 
and legislation across the globe—all translated into English.

Intellectual Property Counseling  
and Litigation
Lester Horwitz, Ethan Horwitz, General Editors

Advise your clients or company and litigate effectively 
with procedures and litigation strategy for every type of IP 
case—including step-by-step guidance through each phase 
of litigation, from drafting of complaint to discovery, to trial 
tactics and damages.



Intellectual Property Protection in Asia,  
Second Edition 
Arthur Wineburg

Analysis of the patent, trademark and copyright laws in 
Asian countries including India, China, Singapore, Taiwan 
and others.

Entertainment Industry Contracts 
Donald C. Farber, General Editor

Expert guidance on negotiating and drafting contracts in 
the major areas of the entertainment industry—including 
motion pictures, music, television, book publishing, art, 
theatre, electronic publishing, sports, multimedia and  
the Internet.

Sports Law Practice, Second Edition
Martin J. Greenberg and James T. Gary

Up-to-date coverage of sports law combining analysis  
of contract provisions, drafting guidance and timesaving 
forms, checklists and other practice aids.

The Law of Advertising 
James B. Astrachan and Donna Thomas; George Eric 
Rosden and Peter E. Rosden, original authors 
Authoritative analysis of the rules governing each party 
to the advertising contract: media, consumer, advertisers 
and advertising agencies.

Internet, Computer and  
E-Commerce

McGrady on Domain Names 
Paul D. McGrady, Jr.

Authoritative guidance to help you advise your clients or 
company on issues and problems with domain names, 
including domain name disputes, registration and 
maintenance.

McGrady on Social Media
Social media law is an ambiguous and rapidly changing area 
of law. Evolving technology and social media content create 
issues and concerns for attorneys. Stay current on social 
media law with McGrady on Social Media. This publication 
provides a comprehensive analysis of social media and its 
legal implications. This practice guide provides information 
on a wide range of major social media sites. It also provides 
a state-by-state survey of cyberbullying laws; provides 
analysis of employer social media issues, with sample policy 
statements; and covers social media, and trademark  
and copyright issues.

Law of the Internet
F. Lawrence Street, Mark P. Grant

Comprehensive analysis of trademark, copyright and other 
legal issues affecting companies doing business on the 
Internet plus insightful commentary on future directions the 
law may take.

Computer Law 
David Bender 
Analyzes the concepts and techniques of evidence and 
discovery procedures as they apply to computer-based 
information and to the protection of computer software 
under intellectual property laws.

Computer Contracts
Esther C. Roditti

Covers the full range of contracts for buying, selling,  
leasing and licensing hardware, software and services, with 
legal analysis, sample clauses and complete contracts.

International Computer Law 
Ernst-Jan Louwers, Professor Corlen E.J. Prins

Authoritative guidance on international information 
technology law complete with sample international 
software licensing agreements, copyright registration 
forms, and Compact Disc Interactive (CD-I) development 
agreement.



Share. Network. Discover.
Join Our Intellectual Property 
Practice Area Communities 
Share your expertise and collaborate within your 
community of professionals. LexisNexis IP Practice 
Area Communities give you forums to initiate and 
maintain contact with professionals you choose 
to interact with—attorneys, corporate executives, 
regulators, government professionals  
or academicians.

Explore the latest news, trends, issues. Listen  
to viewpoints through Webinars and podcasts.  
Even access a host of free tools, such as powerful 
search capabilities, email updates, RSS feeds and 
Web widgets that work with your preferred Web 
search page.

Just go to the LexisNexis Communities page at  
www.lexisnexis.com/communities and register  
for our IP Practice Area Centers today:

•	 Patent Law Center
•	 Copyright and Trademark Law Center
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Want to learn more?
888.253.3901 or www.lexisnexis.com/ipsources

The LexisNexis® Suite of Intellectual Property Solutions 
 TotalPatent®  |  PatentOptimizer™  | Global IP Law Service  |  REEDFAX®   |  IP DataDirect – Patents  |  IP Content

Many of our titles are available in print, e-book and 
CD-ROM as well as via an online subscription.

NEW!  
LexisNexis IP Law & Strategy Series:

A variety of author-practitioners from major  
market segments 

35+ titles from Oxford University Press, U.S. Law Division 
written from a “real-world” strategic vantage point to reflect 
the growing importance of intellectual property as business 
assets, including:

•	 IP Culture and Compliance

•	 Internet Crimes, Torts and Scams: Investigation and 
Remedies

•	 Intellectual Property in Government Contracts

•	 Associate’s Guide to Copyright Law

•	 Corporate Insider’s Guide to Patent Practice

Track IP Litigation with 
Mealey’s™ Litigation Reports

Mealey’s provides targeted legal news reports that are 
invaluable to plaintiff, defense, insurance and in-house 
counsel. You get concise, unbiased accounts of events in 
the litigation (trials, court rulings, decisions, appeals) as well 
as case summaries and full-text court documents so you 
can read all the details for yourself.

•	 Mealey’s™ Litigation Report: Intellectual Property
•	 Mealey’s™ Litigation Report: Copyright
•	 Mealey’s™ Litigation Report: Patents
•	 Mealey’s™ Litigation Report: Trademarks
•	 Mealey’s™ Litigation Report: Cyber Tech


